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In this research, The problem which in this class is student study result which low, It because the teacher is not use learning model and also the teacher selldown use the tool of learning media, so the student is not interesing to study. Because of that, the writer use Discovery Learning model whim aim to see that confidence and student study result on themesub nature riches in Indonesia grade four up it is used Discovery Learning model in learning. The research is held at SDN Cibaduyut 148 kabupaten Bandung, with population grade four is 28 students. Research that used class actin research and it use 3 syclus which consist of planning, action, observation and reflexion. The result research shows the progression, there a rate progres for planning and action, there is first siclus learning doing planning is 2,36 (good), second syclus is 3,83 (good), and third syclus three 3,53 (very good). Do on syclus one is 2,85 (good), second syclus is 2,85 (good), syclus two is 3,01 (good) and third syclus is 3,57 (very good). The result of confidence to student on syclus one is 28%, syclus two is 57% and syclus three is 83%, the result of care to student on syclus one is 39%, syclus two 60% and syclus three is 87%. The result of responsibility to student on siclus one is 39%, syclus two is 63% and siclus there is 87%. The result of responsibility to students on syclus on is 40%, siclus two is 63% and siclus three is 90%. The results psicomotor to student on siclus one is 50%, syclus two is 70% and syclus there is 90%, cognitife to student on siclus one is
50%, sclus two is 70% and sclus three is 87%. Seeing the result, it prove that learning with using Discovery Learning model that is used the write he successed, it proud with percent and rate progress every sclus.
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